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THE INFLUENCE OF-SEX-AND SEXISM

N THE CRITICISM OF CLASSROOM'SPEECHES

This article includes a systematic exathination of two

variables that may afflict speech ehe sexof the

speaker and'the eater's attitude of sexism.' An ancillary

`---, finding concerning the effect'of the sex of.the-teacher.is

also ieported. The study includel,the 'developMent of.an .

instrument to meastire sexism which revealed some of the ef-
.

fects of x and sexism ,o 'the criticism of class oom s ee"ches.
i

Sexist spee h teachers were c asiified as those who per-r
i. ks,

,

ceived maximum differences bet een persons based on sex
/., j

roles. In speech critiques, theae-teachers' wrote a signifi-

cantly smaller number of 'comments than did nonsexist teachers

Male students received a significantly lower proportion of

positive comments than did female students.

the_criticism-of-classroomhes'is:dentaUto the

00' effective teaching of speech..'CommunicatiiDn'educators recog-
.

'nize the importance-of criticism in pedagogSr, and..Communica-
,

tion reSearch evidences the key role prayed,by critilism.2

Recent-invelstiiations have considered 'the rating errbrs that
.

appear to occur in speedh
. 3

Theiliats of the:.

.rater or critic and the characteristics-of ate student ort

speaker are among the, factors which.seem.to-account'for



2,-

rating errors ..4, Three varidblts that may affect speech

criticism are the sex of the rater, the sex of the_speaker,
. -

and the raters predisposition on sexism. A Sistematic

examination 9f alese variables providesthe teacher and the
4 .

,researcher with more preciRe knowle9e about the process 8f

speech criti*ism.

Sex of the rater. Educational research ontthesrole of

,the,teacher's stx haa not provided consistent, fi,ndin/s.%
' ' ) qJ.2 j

Newton, for eica4le, reported that gave higher grades
.

--\

than cilia h
5

en, but Hart and
*
Olandei showed that men were

more lenieht than women- in grading behavior:: Social re.-

search hasoimilariy investigated' the implications of the

expetimenter's sex4.with equally -,conflicting results. Binder,

WcCphnell, and Sjoholm, for instance;' report thatfemale

experimenters achieve better results, 7 while Sarason snd

,Harmatz demons/trate -thatbales are more successful,8 and
.

Ferguson and Buss Could find _no_significant ,'di-f-f4-rences_

betweeh Male-and female:experimentersL9
A

Studies in' speech communication classrooms,-alsb.pro-
..

vide inconsistent .result Bryan and Wilke found that men :

and women 'were about equally lenient-as evaluatorsel° but

Pfister,11 and Bock, POwell, 1<itchens, and Flavin12 demon-
,

s that,trated tha4W momen tended to be ore lenient than.merisa
.

ev4 .that female eValuatord



rated rhe_ethaa_pf_speakerd.m9re_leniently thandid male

.evaluators,,
13' Sikkink found that women rated persuasive

speeches higher foi persuasivenessthan'did men,
14 and

Sprague showed that -female teachers wrote significantly

more delivery comments, positive comments, and personal

.comments than did male teacher6.15 The effect of the sex

of the rater on speech criticism has not. been consistent

nor conclusiVe.

Sex of the speaker. The;sex of the speaker may account,

for differential evaluat*onf. The field of education pro-

vides a:sizable body'of literatUre which focuses On.the sex

of the'student. These studies demonstrate differential

treatment of students based on sex in the areas. of grading

Hand interaction, but suggest that other relevant, variables

, must be taken into-consideration. Lobaugh found that girls

hada significantly higher grade point average than boys,

but girls consistently rater low IF on achievement teats.16
.4- u

Swenlon found that, over a nine year period, girls out

numbered boys in a'National Honor Society, even.thoug

there was no substantial difference in their intellig nce.17
rs,

Shinnerer found-thal boys had mot4 failures at,khe secondary

school level and that girls had.a consistent'and substantial

advantage over boys in obtaining honor ranks. He concluded

that differential grading behavior which resulted in over;.

rating of girls and underrating of boys was,respohsible.1!)

Carter _held intelligence constant ail& found that boys were

assigned lower grades than girls, regardless of whether,the
4

5.

db.
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teacher was male or femake. 1-

Three studies f d that teacher disapproval occurred

.

h,boys than with girls:
20

Similarly, twomore frequently

siudies.determ ed that teachers are more likely to use a

harsh or an ytone than a conversational tone when criti-

.cizing.b = .21 ..Davis and Slobodian.did not find that femAle

teacher discriminated against male students, but they did

concl de that boys exhibited more problem behavior than do

gir s.
22

Jackson, Silberman, and .Wolfson analyzed tape

ordingslof teachers discussing their students and foUnd

hat boys received more signs of personal involvement and

/ their descriptions contained more negatively toned state-
,

ments than did those of girls. 23, Similarly, Brophy and Goo

found that teaqer disapproval and teacher approval occurs

more often with' boys-:than with girls and that there was a

tendenCy toward, greater involvement by boys in more student=

teacher contacts of all types than girls.-24 Two later

stutices showed thae student behavior rather than student

'sex Might be responsible for the differential treatment.
25

,

Most rece ly, Good, Sikes, and Btophy found no evi-

dence to sup@ t the .noLion that teachers favor students

of their qwn sex nor that female teachers are bi#sed against

(male students. Their data support, instead, theconclusfon

that male and female teachers treat male and female students

similarly. While teachers do not,,treatmale and female stu-

dents the same way, male teachers appear to exhibit'the same

behrvior toward each sex that earlier studies showed to

6
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exist for flemtb teachers. Differences by student's sex .

included the finding that boys were more active and inter-

'acted more frequently with teachers, that boys were asked

more process questions while girls were asked more product

and choice qUestions, that even thoughIirls received fewer

contacts frowteactlArs,proportionally more of them were

positive. High achieving male students received the most

.favorable teacher treatment while(low achieving mal stu-'

dents received the /east favorable treatment. Thii study

contradicts; .to some extent, the earlier findings that boys

receive inferior treatment from teachers and suggests, in

stead, that' earlier results were due io,lack of categoriza=

tion within each sex.26

Researchers. considering the speaker's sex in classroom
,.._

criticism have drawn, three separate con

i
lusions: (1) female

sEudents receive more. positive comment than do male Students

when grades are held constant,27.. <2) women tend t.6 grade

(Tr4 men higher than women,28 and (Tr men tend to grade women

highgr than me.h.2?. Male and female-students may be receiving
_

.
.

,differential evaluation as a frction:of their sex or as a' -

function of different behavior.
9

The conclusions .tha have 'been drawn-concerning the

effect 9f the sex of the teacher, or rater, on grading and

evaluatidn are unstable. The research focusing on the sex

..,of the student, or speaker, have generallyIemonstrated

that women receive preferential treatment over men, %but

recent studies suggest that this discrimination may-be due

7



student behavior rather than student sex. Interactions

between the sex of the teacher and'the sex of thestudent-

further.confound the problem.

Personality traits; attitudes, andpredispositions of

the evaluator also seem to affect evaluation. Bostrom

'demonstrated that rigid evaluators tended to rate speakers

lower than did persons who were non-rigid, 30 and Bock showed

that people who are difficult to persuade rated speakers

lower than did raters who were easy to persuade. 31 Rigidity

and persuasibility are amongthe evaluators' characteristics

which may affect the speech evaluation process.

Another p'kedisposition which may affect speech criticism

is a person's sexism--that is, the extent to which a person

believes that typica,1 behaviors and'specific dispositions

exist which are appropriate for each of the sexes. Sexism

may be viewed as one form of dogmatism and may represent

.rigi4ty in the rater. Sexism may also
-N

account for the dis-

crepancy in the findings on the effect of the sex of the

teacher_on criticism or may provide further explanation for

the-differential treatment of male and female students in

the speech communication classroom.

STATEMENT OF PURPO , _RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AND HYPOTHESk2S'

In order to, add additional knowledge to the information

already available, the purpose of this study was to determine.

.the effects of sexism of the rater and the sex of the speaker
4,

on-speectocriticj.sm. The study consisted of two stages.
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First, an instrument was Treated to give a.measure of sexism.

The definition of sexism, given above was operationalized as

follows: -

...

A person is not necessarily considered sexist,
,

If (s)he recognized and identified biological,differences
6

,

between the sexes; for example, "Men and women have dif-

ferent genitalia."

2) If (s)he recognized and identified descriptive differences

between the sexes; .for exaMple, 'Men are more successful

,at high jumping. than are women."

3). If (s)he recognized and, identified historical differences

between the sexes;, for. example, ,"The te"most outstanding

Presidents of the United States have been men."

A person is recognized as sexist,

If Whe maimtained that one sex should be restricted

from certain roles, occupations, lifestyles', or'positions,

not as a function oE the biological, descriptive, or hii-

torical differences between the two Sexes, but as a result

ofa stereotyped perception of appropriate,behavior for

that Sex; for'example, "No woman could be a good Presidentu
A

of the United States." %

2) If (s)he maintained that certain characterlstics, other

than biological, descriptive, and historical differences,

are uni-que to, one sex; for example, "Women are always so

THe question to be answered In the first stage of the
k

research was: How sexist is thid individual? In the second stage
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the_9uestion tb be answered vas: What is the relationship

between an individual's sexism or nonsexism, the SQX of the

student he or she is critiquing, and his or her written

Critique behavior? To answer that question,'the following
. -

research hypotheses' were tested:

H
1

Teachers who perceive minimum differences'in sex'
1.

roles will criticize classroomspeeches in's significantly

-different manner than will teachers who perceiVe maximum
OVA

differences in sex roles.

H
2

The classroomspeeches of Male students will be

criticized. in a Manner that is significantly different

from the manner in which thh classroom speeches of fema'e

students are criticized.

H
3

The sex of the student and the teacher's attitude

will interact to affect significantly the criticism of

classroom speeches.

The effect of the teacher's sex was not hypothesized

since the findings on this variable are unstable. In addition,

the interactions between the teacher's sex and the student's

sex; anni the teacher's sex,and the teacher's attitude; and

the teacher's sex, student's sex, and the teacher's attitude

were not hypothesized because of the lack of any clear or

consistent conclUs

provides data cone

. However, the designof.the'study

ing this main effe t and ,these inter-

actions and includes these ancillary ndings.

10



METHOD

Development of the rnstrument

I

The first step in this study was to develop an instrument

-to measurean individual's nerceritions of the differences bet;

ween the sex roles. No' existing ipstrupent could be found.

Most standard sex role instruments, like the Bem Sec -Role

Invento, measure an individual's description of,his of her

own sex role rather than hisor her perception of'differences

and-similarities in men and'women,,in general. 'Beginning

with the definition of sexual stereotypes, three hundred and

sixty -six items 4.4e generated. 'These items fell roughly

into four categories: 1) the appyopriateness of various

occupations or professions, 2) the use. of adjectives as

descriptors, ) the cultural or:,biological explanation for

certain perceived differences, and 4) attitudes onisdUes

relating to the topic of .sexism.

Within the-first category, 105 different occupations were

identified. Some were b6lieved, A priori, to be distinctively

,
male professions; some were`thought to be associated with fe-

males; and others were selected withoilt a sexual preference.

The second category explored the possibility of identifying

pertain' descriptors as, "female" or "male,!' and was constructed

using one hundred thirty-eight words from the semantic dif-
,

ferential to identify certain words as "feminine" or "mascu-

line."32 The third category was a result of "explanations"

given in psychological literatime for the'real oA imputed
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differences between !hales and females.
33

Seventy items Were

generated. the final category included forty -four items

typical to an attitude survey. These items were prompted

by such sources as contempOrary commentators'oh the women's
4

movement and on women and recent research in psychology
35

and sociology.

. This three hundred and sixty-six item, foUr-part instru-

ment was administered to two groupe'of people. The first

group included fifty:five persons who stated that they be-
. .

lieved that men and women were totally different in almost,

every way. The second group included fifty-seven 'people

who stated that they felt that no differences, or only very

.minimal differences, existed between men and women. 'T-tests

were run on the items and those sixty-nine items. wtiich best

discriminated between the two groups were se] cted for in-

* ckusion in the final instrument: Test - retest reliability

on these-items based on iwo'ratings one month apart. had

an alftitiage correlation of'.80. 'Internal reliability far.

thei.nstrument was .86.

Variables'

Two independent variabMs.were examined: the teacher'S

perception of sex rolea and thP.stUdent'S sex. The five
)

dependent variables that were considered were five content

analysis categories in the written criticism given by the

.teacher. The first was the total number of comment themes,

or indiyidUal comments, which was the basi cooing- unit for

,the study defined as' the "subject-predi assertion,

-,either explicit or-clearly implicit."3
Examples of comment

themes. are "Good job,#."Your dlitvery seemed artificial."
1



and /ntrodudtion worked well. second variable was
-

the grOptirtion, of cont4ent ,comments which was cateulated,

l by d4 idin the content comments by the total. comments: A

407ten,t..ti, 'comment was (confluent dealing with ideas, reasoning,.

'r-ev' en ce, organization, or ?..Inguege,1.137 such as "Interesting
.

topic choice." A delivery comment was 'any comment dealing

w).th' the physical and vocal elements of:conflnunice.'tion, such
.9

as rate, Nrlume., vocal inflection; eye contact-, gestures,,

posture, poise, articulation or pronunciation, such as
6...

MT' third,variabie was the propiirtion"Poor eye dOntact.
of pOsitive comments which was determined by dividing

positive comments by the total, comitents. Positive,
.

comments were defined as "any comment which, praises or ex-'.

such as "Strong conclusion." NegatiY6-conmAints were defined

s "any comment which expresses didcaPproyal or 'makes a sug-

proval of the sped.'ker or -the speech-performance,13.9

,;40gestion for improvement;: such as "Try to d'evelop your ideas

further. e fourth- dependent variable was the proportion

of personal comment's and was determined by dividing the per-
.

sonel comments by the total comments. Personal comments

included "any comment 'in which the teacher expresses his 'or
her own affective response,'opinion, attitUde or . experience'
or which makes a Comparison to, a previous speaking performance,"

of the same student, " such as "You really'improved your t
use 'of supporting materials." Impersonal comments included,

"cognitive comments dealnA with the application of standards
nof good speakidg, u42 such s Clear organization is essential."

13
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.'The'; fifth dependent variable was the'proportion of atoMistic

comments to the total. cOmmentS. Atomistic comments were

'defined as "any comment whith4ealt witlisome isolable as-
. g7,

' 43pedt of the:speech performante, such as "Adequate Use

Qftatistical evidence," and holistic comments were defined

as "any "comMent which deals with the overall speech perfrinance,

"44without specifying any particular component of the performance.

"Great speech:" would 'be an example, of a holistic comment.

Procedure

One hundred twenty-five high school teachers received

the 'instrument by mail. Fifty-nine Of them returned com

pleted instruments permitting.the identification of six male

teachers who perceived the greatest difference between,

male,and femald sex roles; the six female teachers who

perceived the greatest difference; the six II}ale teachers

who perceived the least difference between male and female

'sex roles; 'the six female teachers who--perceived the-

')least difference. 4
Four male and four female teachers who percdived maxi-

.

mu* differences between male and female sex roles and four

male and four female teachers who' perceived minimallitiffer-

entes cooperated in the study. These teachers were not told

theurpOseofthe study,' but rather that a- group of people

were,interest d in-Studying high. school speeches and high

schdol sp criticism. Eath of the sixteen teachers re-

ceiVed twenty critique sheets -- blank pheets which simply asked

for'thename of the student, the name of the teacher,-'the

14
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grade assigned, and:"COAkents"--on whichto record their

.written speech criticism.

Critiques for two male students and for two female stU=

dentt criticized by each instructor were selected randomly

and the written criticism was content analyzed by two pep-
.

-sons ,trained in content analysis methods. Inter-rater reli-

'ability for these two per'sons peiforming the content analysis

in this study.wai .96. The results that follow are bas d

on these analyses.

Statitical Design

The statistical, design employed in analyzing he data

was a three--:way factorial. In this-two-by-two-b -two fac-
.

torial, the first factor was the sex of-the te cher and

contained two levels, male and female. The second factor,

teacher's perceptions of.sex roles, also h d two leliels--
/

perception of, maxims differences in sex/roles and Perceptions

of minimumdifferences in sex'roles. The third factor, stu-

dent's sex, contained the two levelajof male and female.

RESULTS

Sixty-feur pie*Ces of writ en criticism comprised the con-

/
)

tent sample; these written crl ctiques onCained
4

a total of 621
/

themes. In order to test the hypotheses under investigation,

the results were-broken dOWn into the various teacher and stu-
,,,/

4dent 'groups of interest./

The data obtained,in the study Were analyzed by use of

a three-way analysis of variance A separate analysis was

'completed*for each dimension: th mean number of themes; the

-.proportion of Content comments, po itive comment, personal

15
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'comments, and atomist* comments. The analysis of vari
,

fnce for the mean" numbet of comment themes *iven per student

for each of the variables indicated that a significip

difference occur in the mean number of themes assigned to

each student speaker between those'teachers who perceive

'maximum differences between persons based on sex and tire

teachers who perceive minimum differences (F = 6.16; d.f.

= 1, 12; pgr..05). The analysis of variance which considered.

the proportion of positive themes for each of the variables

of interest indicates a significant difference on the variable

of sex of the student (F ; 4.82; d: f. = 1, 12; p<C.05). The

additional three' analyses of variance--the proportion of con-
,

tent themes, the proportionsOf personal themes, and the

proportion of etomi.ietic themesdid'not,yield significant

differences or significant interactions.

. ,DISCUSSION
ti

The first hypothesis, that teachers who perceive maximum

differences in sex roles criticize classroom speeches in a sig

nfficantly different manner than do teachers who perceive mini-
-

mum differences in sex roles, appears tenable. A signifi-

cant difference was 'found- between these two groups on the

mean number of themes each wrote: those teacherS who per-

Ceived maximum differences wrgte significantly fewer com-

ments.

i 6
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The difference beFweOwthe tWo groups on.the mean nUmber

of themes written might, be explained as follows. Those'

teachers who perceive irany'4fferences between 'female artd
-

male might dreig stereotypical generalizations that

do not*take,into aCcount more specifics characteristics on:

qUalities. It follows-that their comments would be fewer
-.

in number as they tend to draw general conclusions and ap

ply. the to a class of Instances. As the tendency to gen
. \

eralizeincresed, the total number of comments decreased.

The second hypothesis, that the speethes of male stud nts

.r

ould be criticized in a manner that is significantly differ

frpm the speeches of female students, appears to be verified.

A significant difference occurred between males and females

on the proportion of positive comMents: male students re-

ceived a lower prgportion of positive comments than did

female students. These results should be cdnsidered in the
As.

context of previous research. To the extent that theorists

and educators sfress positive over negative critica it

appears that women receive preferential treatment,on the

positive/negative dimension of speech criticism.

The third-hypothesis, that the sex of the student and

the teacher's attitude would interact to affect significantly

the criticism of classroom speeches-was not verified.,' It

could not be shown that sexist and_psexist teachers _differ
1

in their treatment of male and female students.. Sexist and

nonsexist ,teachers do exhibit-different critj.quing behavior

on the dimension of the number of comments they write to all

17
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studentw, but they shoW no differential treatment to'the

two sexes. Simila5ly, male6and fe e students receiyq
.41*15

different speech ciitiques,as4nmceive prop rtional
c

.more positifiommentt% .5bwever, t se differen es betw

the 'two student groups do appear e a resul

ferential treatment based on sex. This; result calls to

question Vle conclusion of earlier rriearchers that teachers'

treat male and feiale students differently, based.on sex,
,

and appears to suppo#,the contention
.

pf later researchers

ho' suggested that Other factors such as studen behavior

The peripheral findings4including the addi ional'main

,.4

effect--the sex\of the teaeltk7-and1the interactions

the sex of the teacher and the,sex of the student; between
,, ,

may account for differential treatment.

between

the sex of the teacher and the attitude of the teacher; and
,

among ,'the sex oftheteacher, the, eX of the student, and

the attitude of theteactier whiph wHe not hypothesized were
c

not .verified: TYese results:SuggegE hat the variable.Of.
A

the teacher's sex may be less importan than other factors

in predicting teacher be0ior.
tick,

The results of t 'Study must be c utiously ifithrpreted.

The stall sample size limite the statis ical power of the

tests, made. Further, the tw hypotheses hat appear to be

tenable are each Supported by only one of five possible

measures. Research which is c4rrently in progress by the

author will overcome the sample siz problem and may'more

clelply verify the hypotheses uniler investigation.



IONS FOR COMMUNICATION RESEARCH AND EDUCATION.

The results of this study 'have-'mpiications for researchers

and teacher4 in the field of speech communication. esearchors

might consider four implication, from the "study. lirst, they

may wish, to.consisler,,the role' that certain attitudes, person-,

ality variables, and predispOsition6 of the rIter=-Iiarticularly

sex sm--pl#y in the proc ss of speech .criticism., The evi
---.-

. en'e suggests differen e§ in critiquing behavior based on

he dimension 1f sexism

Second, the sex Of the student or speaker must continue
t.

to be a' significant considerationfin the research on criti-
.

cibm. We should, continue to seek an derstanding of. why

4male and female s' dents'receive d'fferential treatment from

teathers. The explanation of differences in sex manOt prb-
*

vide a sufficient answers Difference's in'behavior and other .

characteristics of the student as.well as.predispositions-of.

the teacher should-all be considered as possible avenues of

explanation.

Third, ,research can be completed which further clari-

Ac, fies the relationship between the attitude of sexism and a

rglr teacher's treatment of his or her students. In thii study,

sexist teachers didinot discriminate between male and female

students, in a manner that 113 'different from the` wa nsexitf

teachers discriminated "between them. While°sexist and At-

sexist teachers did exhibit'different critiquing behavior,

it was not along the lines that might be expected. The
,4

results demon a sexist bias does affVet a
4

teacher's written speech criticism behavior. Future
)

19

studies
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might utilize, va ous:behayioral observational methods in

order to examine the influence of sexism in other subject=
. ..:'

matter claisrooms ,and on other levelsincluding pre- and

elementary school. 4

v Finally, redearchers in the discipline may reconsider

\the reip :that teaCher's sex plays in speech criticism. This
.

. , .
,

.

tudy did'not)hypothesite differences based on sex Of the

teacher nor re.we any. found... Conclusions concerning the effect

of .
teacher's sex O:speeeh OTiticism appear tenuous, at bedt. ",

-----.4-/V/

FUrther exam nation of differences in teacher vbehavior, as

function of sex,hould be 'done in the context of the various

educationEtl, levels . Sex differences ,,,tn teacher behivio at,

the elementary school level, for instanee,,might not be gen=
AK

eralizable to .the-seconday

Speech communication teachers, ma also find implica-

t ions in, this,.. study. This research reMirlds us of some
A

the fzictors in the- cbmmunication situation which Imay aftect
- As

our criticism. Knowledge al3out these variable sand ltlm,7

they appear to affect criticism increases our sensitivity

to what has been termed "rater errors. While we may wish

to talk outpb "differences ic rating" rather than "errors in
..._

. .
. .

rating;" nonetheless, we recognize that differential treatment- -.

oward students as a function of our own characterigtics or -t

of the student's sex is potentially harmful.' As continue

two systematically investigate ractors that' affect Apeech

criticism in the speech communication classrodm, we may Find-
.

that our criticism is mote equitable to ourselves and to

our students. :
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